Introduction

The parallel data communication interface was very effective in terms of performance; however, it increased the pin count and lead to complex designs. To overcome these challenges, the parallel interface peripherals played a crucial role, and the Quad Serial Peripheral Interface (QSPI) is one of these peripherals.

This document describes the Execute-In-Place (XIP) feature of the QSPI on an Arm® Cortex®-M7 based MCU (SAM E70), and discusses the implementation of an application using the MPLAB® Harmony v3 software framework. It explains how to generate an application binary to execute in the QSPI memory region, and it also shows how to execute the application from the QSPI region.
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1. **Hardware and Software Requirements**

1.1 **SAM E70 Xplained Ultra Evaluation Kit**

The SAM E70 Xplained Ultra Evaluation Kit is a development kit for evaluating the SAME70 microcontroller (MCU). The SAM E70 is based on the Cortex-M7, and is capable of running at 300 MHz. The evaluation kit includes an on-board embedded debugger, which eliminates the need for external tools to program or debug the SAME70. The evaluation kit also offers external connectors to extend the features of the board and ease the development of custom designs.

The SAM E70 Xplained Ultra Evaluation Kit is available at Microchip Direct.

1.2 **MPLAB X Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and XC Compilers**

MPLAB X IDE is an expandable, highly configurable software program that incorporates powerful tools to help users to discover, configure, develop, debug, and qualify embedded designs for most of the Microchip’s microcontrollers. MPLAB X IDE is available at the Microchip Website. This document uses MPLAB X IDE version 5.30.

MPLAB XC Compilers are available at the Microchip Website. This document uses MPLAB XC32 version 2.30.

1.3 **MPLAB Harmony v3**

MPLAB Harmony v3 is a fully-integrated embedded software development framework that provides flexible and interoperable software modules that enables the user to dedicate resources to create applications for 32-bit PIC® and SAM devices, rather than dealing with device details, complex protocols, and library integration challenges.

It includes MPLAB Harmony Configurator (MHC), an easy-to-use development tool with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that simplifies device set up, library selection, configuration and application development. MHC is available as a plug-in that directly integrates with MPLAB X IDE and has a separate Java executable for stand-alone use with other development environments.

The examples used in this document use the following MPLAB Harmony v3 repositories, which can be downloaded from GitHub:

- CSP (Chip Support Package)
- DEV_PACKS (MPLAB Harmony v3 Product Database)
- MHC (MPLAB Harmony v3 Configurator)

OR

Use the MPLAB Harmony v3 Content Manager to download the repositories.
2. Introduction to QSPI

The Quad SPI Interface (QSPI) is a synchronous serial interface to communicate with external devices or memories. QSPI is similar to Serial Parallel Interface (SPI) protocol except it has four data lines. Because data is sent over multiple lines, it increases bandwidth and performance compared to the standard SPI protocol.

The QSPI supports single, quad, or dual I/O based on the mode selected.

The QSPI can be used in the following modes:

- **SPI mode**: Acts as a regular SPI Master mode. Interfaces to serial peripherals, such as the ADC, DAC, LCD controllers, CAN controllers and sensors.
  Note: The scope of this document is limited to the QSPI Serial Memory mode. For a detailed description on the operation and configuration of the QSPI in SPI mode, refer to the specific device data sheet.

- **Serial Memory mode**: Interfaces to serial Flash memories.

The QSPI allows the system to use high-performance serial Flash memories which are small and inexpensive, in place of larger and more expensive parallel Flash memories.

The following figure illustrates the block diagram of the QSPI.

**Figure 2-1. QSPI Block Diagram**

The QSPI can be switched in between SPI mode or Serial Memory mode by using the SMM bit in the Mode register (QSPI_MR). The QSPI operates on the clock controlled by the internal programmable baud rate generator. The clock phase and polarity can be configured in the Serial Clock register (QSPI_SCR). The delays listed below are programmable through the QSPI_MR. These delays allow the QSPI to be synchronized to the interfaced peripherals based on their speed and timing.

- Transfer Delays between Consecutive Transfers
- Delay between Clock and Data
- Delay between Deactivation and Activation of Chip Select

2.1 QSPI Serial Memory Mode

In Serial Memory mode, the QSPI acts as a serial Flash memory controller. To activate this mode, the SMM bit must be set in the QSPI_MR. Once enabled, the peripheral appears as memory-mapped device at QSPI memory space.
0x8000_0000. The data is read or written to the address 0x8000_0000 in Serial Memory mode. In this mode, the data cannot be transferred by the QSPI_TDR or QSPI_RDR. The QSPI can be used to read data from the serial Flash memory allowing the CPU to execute code from it (XIP). The QSPI can also be used to control the serial Flash memory (Program, Erase, Lock, and so on) by sending specific commands. In Serial Memory mode, the QSPI is compatible with the following modes:

- Single-Bit SPI
- Dual SPI
- Quad SPI

### 2.1.1 Single-Bit SPI
Single-Bit SPI uses two data lines: Master Out Slave In (MOSI) and Master In Slave Out (MISO) for communicating with the serial Flashes.

![Figure 2-2. Single-Bit SPI](image)

### 2.1.2 Dual SPI
Dual SPI uses two bidirectional QIO lines, QIO0, and QIO1, for communicating with the serial Flashes or external memories.

![Figure 2-3. Dual SPI](image)

### 2.1.3 Quad SPI
Quad SPI mode uses four bidirectional QIO lines for communicating with the serial Flashes or external memories.
2.2 Instruction Frame

The QSPI sends the instructions, such as READ, WRITE, PROGRAM, ERASE, LOCK and so on to control serial Flash memories. All these instructions sets are implemented by serial Flash memory vendors. To support all serial Flashes, the QSPI includes a complete Instruction Frame register (QSPI_IFR), which makes it flexible and compatible with all serial Flash memories.

The following table represents the structure of instruction frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction Frame field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruction code (size: 8 bits)</td>
<td>The instructions as listed by the serial Flash memory. It is optional in some cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>address (size: 24 bits or 32 bits)</td>
<td>The address is optional, but is required by instructions such as, READ, PROGRAM, ERASE, and LOCK. By default, the address is 24 bits long, but it can be 32 bits long to support serial Flash memories larger than 128 Mbits (16 Mbytes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>option code (size: 1/2/4/8 bits)</td>
<td>This is useful to activate the XIP mode or the Continuous Read mode for READ instructions in some serial Flash memory devices. These modes improve the data read latency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy cycles</td>
<td>Dummy cycles are required by READ instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Bytes</td>
<td>Data bytes are present for data transfer instructions, such as READ or PROGRAM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following figure displays a typical QSPI mode instruction frame.

Figure 2-5. QSPI Instruction Frame
2.2.1 Instruction Frame Configuration

The Instruction frame must be configured based on the commands to be sent to the external Flash memory. Refer to the data sheet of the respective external Flash memory for a list of supported commands. The registers to be configured are as follows:

- The Instruction Frame register (QSPI_IFR)
- The Instruction Address register (QSPI_IAR)
- The Instruction Code register (QSPI_ICR)

2.2.1.1 Instruction Frame Register

The QSPI_IFR must be written based on the command to be sent. If the instruction frame does not include any data, writing to this register triggers the instruction transmission over the QSPI. If the instruction frame includes data, the instruction frame will be transferred by the first data access in the QSPI memory space. The QSPI_IFR includes the following configurable fields:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field [bits]</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIDTH [2:0]</td>
<td>To configure which data lanes (single-bit, Dual or QUAD) must be used to send the instruction code, the address, the option code, and to transfer the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDREN [5]</td>
<td>Enable to send address after instruction code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTEN [6]</td>
<td>Enable to send option code after address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATAEN [7]</td>
<td>Enable to receive/send data during READ or Program instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTL [9:8]</td>
<td>Length of the option code. The length must be consistent with the WIDTH configuration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRL [10]</td>
<td>Address length (24 bit or 32 bit).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFRTYP [13:12]</td>
<td>Type of data transfer to be performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM [14]</td>
<td>Enable Continuous Read mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBDUM [20:16]</td>
<td>Number of dummy cycles to be added when reading from serial Flash memory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transfer Types (TFRTYP)

- **TFRTYP = 0**: To read serial memory, such as JEDEC-ID or Serial Memory Status Register, but not to read data stored in memory.
- **TFRTYP = 1**: To read serial memory data. The address of the first instruction frame is the first read access over the QSPI memory space (0x80000000). For non-sequential read access, a new instruction frame is sent with the last system read access.
- **TFRTYP = 2**: To write serial memory, such as Configuration register or Status register, but not to write memory data over QSPI space.
- **TFRTYP = 3**: To write to serial memory space

**Note**: For TFRTYP = 0/2/3: The address sent in the instruction frame is the address of the first system bus accesses. The addresses of the next accesses are not used by the QSPI.

2.2.1.2 Instruction Address Register

If the instruction frame includes only an address and no data, the address to send to must be written to the Instruction Address register (QSPI_IAR). For example, the BLOCK ERASE command would need only the address and does not need any data. When data is present, the address of the instruction is defined by the address of the data accesses in the QSPI memory space, not by QSPI_IAR.

2.2.1.3 Instruction Code Register

If the instruction frame includes the instruction code and/or the option code, the INST and OPT fields in the Instruction Code register (QSPI_ICR) must be configured.
2.2.1.4 End of Instruction Frame

When data transfer is not enabled, the end of the instruction frame is indicated when the INSTRE flag in QSPI_SR rises. When data transfer is enabled, the user must indicate when the data transfer is completed in the QSPI memory space by setting the LASTXFR bit in the QSPI_CR register. The end of the instruction frame is indicated when the INSTRE flag in the QSPI_SR rises.
3. **Execute-In-Place**

Execute-In-Place (XIP) is a method of executing code directly from the serial Flash memory without copying the code to the RAM. The serial Flash memory is seen as another memory in the MCU’s memory address map.

XIP is achieved by configuring the QSPI in Quad SPI Serial Memory mode. Because Quad SPI mode uses four lines for data transfer, it allows the system to use high-performance serial Flash memories which are small and inexpensive, in place of larger and more expensive Flash memories. XIP on serial Flash is achieved by the ability of the QSPI to read data at random addresses allowing the CPU to execute code directly from it.

In the SAME70 device, the XIP is enabled by configuring the QSPI in Continuous Read Mode (The CRM bit in the QSPI_IFR register), setting DATAEN = 1 and TFRTYP = 1 in the QSPI_IFR register and sending the instruction to the serial Flash memory.

In XIP mode, the code instruction executed from the serial Flash is mapped to the QSPI memory space (0x80000000).

### 3.1 Continuous Read Mode

The QSPI supports Continuous Read mode which is implemented in some serial Flash memories. Continuous read mode is used when reading data from the memory (TFRTYP = 1). The addresses of the system bus read accesses are often non-sequential and this leads to many instruction frames that have the same instruction code. When the Continuous Read mode is activated in a serial Flash memory by a specific option code, the instruction code is stored in the memory. For the next instruction frames, the instruction code is not required as the memory uses the stored one. By disabling the send of the instruction code, the Continuous Read mode reduces the access time of the data and also instruction overhead.

Continuous read mode must be enabled in both the QSPI and the serial Flash memory. It is enabled in the QSPI by setting the bit CRM in the QSPI_IFR (TFRTYP field value must equal 1). It is enabled in the serial Flash memory by sending a specific option code.

**Note:** XIP is not possible if the Continuous Read mode is not supported by the serial Flash memory.

The following figure illustrates the QSPI Continuous Read mode.

**Figure 3-1. QSPI Mode Continuous Read Mode**
4. MPU Configuration for QSPI

The Cortex-M7 processor features a Memory Protection Unit, which allows the memory map to be divided into several regions with privilege permissions and access rules. It helps in providing fine grain memory control, enabling applications to utilize multiple privilege levels, separating and protecting code, data and stack, on a task-by-task basis.

The SAM E70 devices manage up to 16 regions with the MPU for safety or critical applications. The following table summarizes the available MPU attributes in the Cortex-M7.

Table 4-1. MPU Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory type</th>
<th>Shareability</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly ordered</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All access occurs in program order. No concurrent access can be done until the current access is completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All access occurs in program order. The memory mapped peripheral is shared by several masters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-shared</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>All access occurs in program order. The memory mapped peripheral is shared by a single master.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Non-cacheable</td>
<td>Normal memory shared by several masters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write-through cacheable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write-back cacheable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Non-shared</td>
<td>Non-cacheable</td>
<td>Normal memory shared by single master.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write-through cacheable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Write-back cacheable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the QSPI is accessed by the Cortex-M7 processor for programming operations, the QSPI memory space must be defined in the Cortex-M7 memory protection unit (MPU).

For Programming operations, the QSPI memory space must be defined in the MPU with the attribute 'Device' or 'Strongly Ordered'. For Fetch or Read operations, the QSPI memory space must be defined in the MPU with the attribute 'Normal' in order to benefit from the internal cache.

The following figure shows the MPU configuration for the QSPI memory region using the “MPU Settings” window in the MPLAB Harmony v3 Configurator.

Figure 4-1. MPLAB Harmony v3 MPU Settings
5. Linker Script Customization

To execute from the QSPI memory space, the application needs to be linked to the QSPI address space. The linker file plays an important role in linking.

After the compiler generates the object files, they must be correctly linked per the memory map of the target device. All the object files use relative addressing, and the final address mapping is performed at link time. A linker combines input files (object file format) into a single output file (executable). The linker files are different for each compiler. The linkers make use of a linker script or command file to place different code and data sections into the appropriate memory.

The default linker file has a memory segment for Flash and a SRAM region. In addition, to be able to link the application to the QSPI memory space, a memory segment with the respective address and length for the QSPI region must be defined. Once a memory region is defined, the linker script can direct the linker to place the specific output sections into that memory region.

The following figure shows the custom linker file modified to link the application to the QSPI address space.

Figure 5-1. Custom Linker ID File

The following figure shows the MPLAB X IDE linker configuration options to enable the custom linker script.

The following figure shows the custom linker file modified to link the application to the QSPI address space.
Figure 5-2. Linker File Linking to the Project

Note: To enable the custom linker script, in MPLAB X IDE, navigate to Project Properties and select the xc32-ld option.
XIP with QSPI Example Using MPLAB Harmony v3

To implement XIP with QSPI using MPLAB Harmony v3, refer to 1. Hardware and Software Requirements. The SAM E70 Xplained Ultra Board contains 4-MB QSPI Flash (SST26VF032BA) interfaced to QSPI lines. Refer to the SST26VF032BA data sheets to know commands and instructions to communicate to the serial Flash.

Figure 6-1. QSPI Application Block Diagram

1. The CPU starts executing from the internal MCU Flash and initializes QSPI in Serial Memory mode.
2. Programs the external serial Flash with binary generated to run from QSPI memory region through QSPI and configures QSPI peripheral to run in Continuous Read mode.
3. In Serial Memory mode, the serial Flash mapped to 0x80000000 appears as other another address mapped memory to CPU. The CPU starts executing from QSPI memory region.

XIP with QSPI example comprises of the following three applications:
- “QSPI XIP Main” MPLAB Harmony v3 application
- “QSPI Image” MPLAB Harmony v3 application
- “Hex Image generation” Python application

6.1 QSPI XIP Main MPLAB Harmony v3 Application

The QSPI XIP Main application acts as an image loader to program and execute from the serial Flash memory. This application configures the QSPI:
- To load the image generated (QSPI Image).
- Configures the QSPI to Continuous Read mode to execute the code from the serial Flash.
- This application includes the header file (xip_image_pattern_hex.h), which contains the firmware of “QSPI Image” represented in hex values, which are automatically written into the header file when the user runs the custom script.

The development sequence and flow of the QSPI XIP Main application is as follows:

1. Configure the MPU for the QSPI memory regions. The QSPI must be configured as 'Strongly ordered' for the programming operation as shown in MPLAB Harmony v3 MPU Settings.
2. Verify Master and Processor clocks from the MHC Clock Configuration window.
   
   Figure 6-2. QSPI XIP Main Clock Configurations

3. Configure the GPIO pins (QSCK, QCS, QIO [3:0]) for the QSPI peripheral from the MHC Pin Settings window.
   
   Figure 6-3. QSPI XIP Main QSPI Pin Configuration

4. Configure the QSPI with clock and polarity settings.
   
   Figure 6-4. QSPI XIP MAIN QSPI Configuration

5. Enable the Quad SPI mode in the application for better performance (For serial Flash SST26VF032BA, send command “0x38”).

6. Erase the serial memory by executing the appropriate ERASE command (For serial Flash SST26VF032BA, send command “0xD8”). The application provides APP_BulkErase or APP_Erase API functions to perform the erase.

7. Send the ‘Page program’ command (For serial Flash SST26VF032BA, the command is “0x02”) with the input buffer containing the hex values extracted from the QSPI Image binary file (explained in the following section).

8. Read the first 32 bytes from the QSPI memory to extract the Stack Pointer and reset handler address of the QSPI Image application in Quad SPI mode.

9. Enable ‘Continuous Read Mode’ to enter into the XIP by using the API APP_MemoryReadContinuous().

10. After reading the data from the QSPI memory, verify the read content with the input buffer.
11. If verification passes, that is data written to and read from QSPI are matching, then configure the Stack Pointer and reset handler of the QSPI Image application programmed in the QSPI Flash memory extracted in step 8.

Figure 6-5. SP and PC Configuring

12. Following the execution of the previous steps, the control jumps to the QSPI Image and the application runs from the QSPI memory region.

Note: On Power-on Reset (POR), the QSPI XIP Main application executes according to the flow in the previous steps.

6.2 QSPI Image MPLAB Harmony v3 Application

The QSPI Image application is a simple application which blinks a LED every one second. To execute the application from the QSPI memory region, the QSPI Image application’s binary file must be linked to the QSPI address space. A QSPI image application uses the custom linker script to blink the LED continuously.

The development sequence and flow of the QSPI Image application is as follows:

1. Verify Master and Processor clocks from the MHC Clock Configuration window.

Figure 6-6. QSPI Image Clock Configurations

2. Configure the GPIO pins (QSCK, QCS, QIO [3:0]) for the QSPI peripheral from the MHC Pin Settings window.
3. Configure the LED pin as a GPIO.

4. Link the custom linker script as specified in Linker Script Customization section above. This custom linker file is modified to run from the QSPI memory region.

5. Generate a binary file, which will be used by a python application to convert it into an array of hex values.

To generate the output in binary format, make the change in the QSPI Image application's Project Properties as shown in the following figure.

**Note:** The following code is the command to convert the hex file into a binary file:

```
${MP_CC_DIR}/xc32-objcopy -I ihex -O binary ${DISTDIR}/${PROJECTNAME}.${IMAGE_TYPE}.hex ${DISTDIR}/${PROJECTNAME}.${IMAGE_TYPE}.bin
```
6.3 Hex Image Generation Python Application

The Hex Image generation python application is a custom python script used to convert the binary (QSPI Image) file to a .hex format and store it in the header file (xip_image_pattern_hex.h), as an array of hex values used in the QSPI XIP Main application.

Figure 6-10. XIP QSPI Image Header File

Note: The QSPI XIP example is available in MPLAB Harmony v3 csp repository.

To run the QSPI XIP example follow these steps:

1. Open the QSPI image project (<MPLAB Harmony v3 download path>/csp/apps/qspi/qspi_xip/xip_image/firmware/sam_e70_xult.X) in the MPLAB X IDE.
2. Build the project using the MPLAB X IDE and do not program.
3. Run the python script (<MPLAB Harmony v3 download path>/csp/apps/qspi/qspi_xip/xip_image_pattern_gen.py) using the following command in the command prompt to extract the hex code from the binary file generated in the QSPI Image application and to store it to the header file (<MPLAB Harmony v3 download path>/csp/apps/qspi/qspi_xip/xip_main/firmware/src/config/sam_e70_xult/xip_image_pattern_hex.h) as an array of hex values.
   
   Command: python xip_image_pattern_gen.py

4. Open the QSPI XIP main project (<MPLAB Harmony v3 download path>/csp/apps/qspi/qspi_xip/xip_main/firmware/ sam_e70_xult.X) in the MPLAB X IDE.
5. Build and program the application using the MPLAB X IDE.
6. The main application programs the QSPI image and executes the code from the serial Flash memory. The QSPI image application starts blinking the LED continuously.
7. Performance

The QSPI allows the system to use high-performance serial Flash memories which are small and inexpensive, in place of larger and more expensive parallel Flash memories. Therefore, the performance of the QSPI plays an important role. The Performance of the QSPI is bounded by the QSPI speed, Flash capabilities and so on.

Note: Refer to the application note: “Execute-In-Place with QSPI using ASF” as described in the section 9. References for details on the performance numbers on the QSPI in XIP mode. The application referred to in the document “Execute-In-Place with QSPI using ASF” is not developed using MPLAB Harmony v3 and performance numbers in the document may vary with respect to compiler settings and optimization levels.
8. Conclusion

Developing a QSPI application in XIP requires an understanding of the QSPI protocols, MPU settings and linker scripts. MPLAB Harmony v3 provides a flexible, abstracted and fully integrated firmware development platform for 32-bit SAM, and PIC microcontrollers. This document describes how to use the XIP mode in the QSPI to work with the external Flash memories.
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